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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we will discuss the usage, approach & implementation of our android application of 

audio player that plays audio formatted files from an external database server. This app will focus on 

the extended availability of music streaming in our country. In our country we see many lacking of 

music usage for entertainment purposes. Although there many alternatives in many developed 

countries, we’re still far behind them in terms of music discoverability. So, we’re taking different 

types of approach to find the definitive solution to decrease the problems that we face in this music 

populated world. We may seem to be far behind but when we can know the necessity. Nowadays, 

there are many music lovers around the world right now, if we can solve the issue of music in our 

country, we will also be able to reach our goal for them. We are also trying to use easy navigation 

process for accessing the music audios as day by day its demand is also increasing rapidly as time 

goes on. As we will try to reach our goal with this view in mind, we’ll also try to increase our vison 

for finding the best solution for our goal & enhance the purpose of the application for best user 

experience. 
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Music is all about entertaining the listener’s mind & set the mood at ease for the listener. 

Since from the beginning music has always done the same thing that is setting the mind at 

ease. As technologies have developed, music has gone through many evolutions. Firstly, 

there was vinyl plates, electromagnetic charged stripes & CDs. After that we’re now 

using digital formatted audio files to our collection. In today’s standard we’re now using 

hundreds of thousands of music audios online or even string in song libraries. Now in this 

digital world, navigating various types of music content has been made easy for user 

experience purposes. Day by day the numbers are increasing. There are many genres of 

music i.e., Rock, Pop, Retro, Metal, Heavy Metal, Jazz, Electronic music, Hip-hop, R&B 

etc. We now have many digital audio players, video players & even both at once. These 

players are used for playing the music & enjoying them in different fashions. But every 

other player apps have common objectives that playing the audio music. So, we’re now 

creating an app that will play any music that is stored in a database storage & play 

through that in online environment. 

Our music player allows user to listen to our audio form the audio storage database that 

we created & play them through online connectivity. This player app will show the user a 

collection of audio formatted files in list-view & then the user can select any desired 

audio file from the collection & play it. 

1.2 Motivation 

We have seen many apps in other countries that performs well in their music industrial 

form. Those apps are the main focus of their music platform's promotions. Those app's 

usage enables them to count the numbers of their music playing that counts towards 

various charts. So, we're trying to do the same but in our taste. 

This is a music player for Android mobile devices. Usually in android devices there can 

be many media files & various apps for those media files. But the popular streaming apps 
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like Spotify, Deezer, SoundCloud, Shazam etc. uses many resources from the devices. 

But this app is very light resourced app unlike any other apps like previously mentioned. 

Nowadays, the popular apps uses so much features & functionalities that some time it 

hinders the memory systems from the usage of the devices. This audio player is very user 

friendly. The UI is very simple to navigate. Although the app is very limited in terms of 

features, but it has some good features. We also can try to develop the app further in 

future. 

The overall motive for us was to create an app that will act as an alternative to stream 

music from the external storage of database in android environment that will access 

through internet. We’ve seen that in our country the music industry is not on par with 

western culture in terms of services. The popular apps are being used for the algorithms 

to work properly. This is the first reason that we’re taking in consideration for the 

creation of the application. We think our creation will be a test subject for the things that 

will come afterwards. If the solution that we’re creating is well received our plans will go 

smoothly. Our plan will enhance the user experience in our own creative way. 

1.3 Objective 

The main objective of our mobile application is: 

▪ To be able to stream audio files that are stored in a database storage & access

them through our app & play it on the go.

▪ With online section we’re also aiming to add offline section of the audio files that

will be able to play stored files in the device.

1.4 Expected Outcomes 

▪ It will use online connectivity for streaming services

▪ App will have a very user-friendly UI that will make the app very reliable for

constant usage

▪ App will be able to play audio file contents from the device

▪ App will contain large library of Bengali songs

▪ Music lovers will benefit from the app
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1.5 Report Layout 
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Chapter 2: BACKGROUND STUDY 

2.1 Terminologies 

Firstly, we need to discuss that no matter how far we’re taking the app for development, 

we will always try to make the ground concepts always intact. So, no matter what 

complexity of concepts and methods we use in the future we’ll always try to set our mind 

in one objective only. Our approach is very simple. In the concept of our application, 

there’s a music player in our mind that will play music. Naturally, what we’re aiming to 

do is that those music files will be stored in a database storage & play those through 

online connectivity. 

2.2 Related Works: Similar Apps 

Spotify 

Spotify is well known streaming app worldwide. It’s the most popular app as a music 

streaming service provider. It provides digitally copyright restricted music & podcasts. 

Figure 2.1.1: Spotify App 

Gaana 

Gaana is an Indian streaming app. This app’s all Indian content catalog is available for 

users around the world. This app’s all Indian content catalog is available for users around 

the world. 
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Figure 2.1.2: Gaana App 

SoundCloud 

SoundCloud is an application for sharing musical content. Users are able to upload their 

own audio & music contents on this platform. Users are able to stream those audio 

contents on this app. It helps new artists to make music to spread their music’s visibility. 

Figure 2.1.3: SoundCloud App 

eMUSIC 

emusic is an app of online music & audiobook type store. It has both free & subscription 

streaming option. Subscriber users can download & listen to unlimited number of MP3 

files, but free users can download a fixed number of MP3 audio files. 
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Figure 2.1.4: eMusic App 

These apps are the most trending apps on today’s music app areas. They use large 

libraries & database of their own to stream the songs. They’re mostly providing free 

music. 

2.3 Scope of the Problem: 

Music is not mostly free in the current modern world. So, our plan is to make good 

progress for our app. In today’s standard apps have reached highest level in terms of 

creativity. In general, we think that music library management & app’s vision will have 

to be connected. 

2.4 Challenges & Copyright Issues: 

• Building the best easy user interface for the app

• Featuring app with the latest design of development as we progress

• Optimizing the app will have to perfect

• Setting a good number of functionalities for the ease of access

• Sharing the app for vast usages for the large visibility of the app

• Copyright issues:

So, by our country’s law in copyright, it holds like “Under section 15 of the 2000 Act, 

copyright protection is conferred on original10 literary works, dramatic works, musical 

works, artistic works, cinematograph films and sound recording. It extends to the 

computer program also. Copyright refers to a bundle of exclusive rights vested in the 
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owner of copyright.” We are working related to this issue to identify and for now we are 

using some Non copyright music in our streaming app. 

How we plan to deal with it: 

1. It’s a starting app which was created by us for free, and we are hoping to make

more changes to it.

2. Copyrighted music won’t play here for now.

3. We are on the process to make sure that we can add some of copyrighted music.

4. On the conversation with companies and now if we plan for something big, they

already to help us over that.

5. The songs will be legal and it will take some times to prevail all the issues.

6. With the market behaves we will also conduct to release some originals things

like podcast, Audiobook with different stories for our people.

7. This app will be very interesting asset for our country and we will make sure to

work for it in longer time.
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Chapter 3: REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATIONS 

Here we will share the tools & firmware used for the development of the app. 

3.1 Design Requirements: 
 

App’s Functional language Java 

Design’s Language XML 

Framework Android 

Minimum SDK Requirement Android 4.0.3 (API 15) 

Maximum SDK Requirement Android 11 (API 30) 

Supported Language English 

Supported DPI’s 120dpi, 160dpi, 240dpi, 320dpi, 480dpi, 

640dpi 

App UI Layout Material layout 

Interface Design’s Language XML 

Framework Android 

Supported Audio Formats Any Music Format 

Supported CPU Of Android x86, ARMv7, ARMv8 

Usage Of Layouts Constraint, Linear & Relative Layout 

Usage Of Google services YES 

Usage Of Firebase YES 

Supported Audio Formats Any Music Format 

 

 
3.2 Libraries: 

JC-Player: A simple audio player for Android that you can plugin to your apps quickly 

get audio playback working. We used this player for our online playback of the app 

Firebase: It is the essential platform used by android studio for the backend app 

development 

Design Support Library: The Design package provides APIs to add material design 

components and patterns for the app 
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Recycler-View: A flexible view of the app for providing a limited window into a large 

data set 

Glide: An image loading and caching library for Android applications, focused on 

smooth scrolling 

Palette: A helper class to extract prominent colors from an image to the layout of the app 
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Chapter 4: Design Specifications 

Here we will share the tools & firmware used for the development of the app. 

4.1 Android Manifest Specs: 

Firstly, we have the AndroidManifest.xml 

Figure 4.1.1: Android Manifest Specs 

Here we can see the app getting the user permission of external storage of the device that 

it’s being installed on and also the use of the internet for the online connectivity. 
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4.2 UI Design: 
 

Figure 4.1.2: Online Fragment of the App 

Here, we see the Online Fragment section of the app 
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Figure 4.1.3: Local Fragment of the App 

Here, we see the Local Fragment section of the app 
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Figure 4.1.4: Album Fragment of the App 

Here, we see the Album Fragment section of the app 
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Figure 4.1.5: Navigation Drawer of the App 

Here we can see that we have a Navigation drawer which has “Search”, “App Website”, 

“Share the App”, “About the App”, “Report Issues” & “Close the App” actions. 
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Figure: Now Playing view page & structure 
 

Figure 4.1.6: Now Playing Layout 

In this Now playing section we see the Now Playing text at the top of the screen, in 

middle section we see an adapter view that is the album art of the song/audio file playing 

the player. The retrieves the meta data & tags from the file & the adapter gets the album 

to show on the middle screen of the now playing layout. We can see the “Song Name” & 

“Artist Name” then the seek bar of the audio file, Pause/Play/Next/Previous buttons. 
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Figure 4.1.7: Listview of the Songs on the library (Both in Explore & Song Library) 

Here we can see the Item1, Item2, Item3…… and so on for the song library. Same thing 

will appear for explore music section where it’ll generate the item song file from the 

firebase storage & display it like this. 

 

Figure 4.1.8: Album Fragment Layout 
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Here in this album fragment layout section, we’ll see the Song cover from the audio file 

on the left top section of the layout. Then on the right we’ll see song name & artist name 

of the file. These data are from the tag of the audio files that selected. 

 

Figure 4.1.9: Album View section 

Here we’ll see the albums one by one from the top in Grid-view from the layout & 

display the cover art, song name, artist name from the file to the screen. 

 

Figure 4.2.0: Sharing Layout 

Here users will be able to share the app at different social platforms of their choice. 
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CHAPTER 5: IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING 

5.1 Implementation of Functionalities: 

There are five sections for java functions of our app: 

1. Activities 

2. Adapters 

3. Fragments 

4. Models 

5. Notifications 

 

Before the functions showing we’d like share that these are always the most up-to date 

functions & we’re showing the only offline parts and services. We’re still working on the 

online services functions. We’ll show the snippets of the java code parts. 

Activities are in section (3 parts) 

Mainactivity.java 
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Figure 5.1.1: Methods in Mainactivity class 

In this mainactivity java class we’re declaring storage permission, data reading, arts, 

albums, notifications, metadata retriever, table layout, view pager, miniplayer etc. 

 
Figure 5.1.2: Storage permission function 

Here, we’re requesting permission results after granting the storage permission 
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Play/Pause 

 
Figure 5.1.3: Play & Pause buttons in mainactivity 

Here we’re seeing the pause and play buttons for the actions of the playback in java class 

 

Figure 5.1.4: Playback function 

Here we see the playback function for the player’s playback function in 3 cases: pause, 

next track, previous track. This function will control the playback section of the app. 

 

AlbumActivity.java 
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Figure 5.1.5: Methods in AlbumActivities Class 

Here we see imageview, recyclerview, songalbumadapter & palette specifying on the 

albumactivity class. 

 

Album’s variables 

 

Figure 5.1.6: Variables in Album Layout 

Here declaring recyclerview, imageview, textview, songalbumadapter, mmanger, for 

album’s fragment layout. 
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Glide implementation 

 

Figure 5.1.7: Using Glide in Albumview 

Here we see glide implementation for album to extract the image from the audio file to a 

thumbnail view on the album fragment. 

 

PlayerActivity.java 

Figure 5.1.8: Methods in PlayerActivity class 
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Here we see all methods used in player activity class like seekbar and its position, 

duration times (current – to), songtitle textview, imagview for pause/previous/next in the 

player, palette, notification etc. 
 

 

Figure 5.1.9: Pause & Previous function in Player 

Here in the playeractivity, we see functions for pause & previous of the audio after 

playing. 
 

Figure 5.2.0: Next function in Player 

Here we see the next function for the audio playing in playeractivity. 
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Figure 5.2.1: Play function in Player 

Here we see play function for the player where we see what happens if we click the play 

button & pause button on the player. 

 

AlbumAdapter.java 

 

Figure 5.2.2: Methods in AlbumAdapter 

In this class we see inflater method for filtering implementation (LayoutInflater), 

viewholder in album adapter class. 
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Figure 5.2.3: Variables for ViewHolder 

Here we see song, album, artist with the glide library for the image view to display on the 

album adapter. 
 

Figure 5.2.4: Variables in AlbumAdapter 

Here the variables are textview, imageview, album, artist. 

 

SongAdapter.java 
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Figure 5.2.5: Methods in SongAdapter 

Variables in songadapter are listed in the above figure. 
 

Shuffle Function 

 

Figure 5.2.6: Shuffle Function in SongAdapter 

Here for the shuffle function, we using the text “Shuffle All”, the color, textsize, also 

glide for the suffle transition. 
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Figure 5.2.7: Albumart in SongAdapter 

Here for albumart of the song it’ll request with glide crossfade transition in songadapter 

class. 

 

SongsFragment.java 

 

Figure 5.2.8: Methods & Variables in SongsFragment 

Here we see the view, recyclerview, songadapter methods, variables of inflater view, 

recyclerview, mmanager layout, songadapter etc. 
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AlbumsFragment.java 

 
Figure 5.2.9: Methods in AlbumsFragment 

The methods that are used in albumsfragment are listed above in the figure. 
 

Figure 5.3.0: Variables in AlbumsFragment 

Here we see the variables like recyclerview, albumadpter etc. 

 

OnlineFragment.java: 
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Figure 5.3.1: OnlineFragment with Adapter 

 

The Model functions are for Data Reading & Song path finder functions. 

The Notification functions are for the background playback service for the playing 

section. 

We’ll use JC player plugin for the online section of the app. 

JC Player implementation in Mainactivity: 

 

Figure 5.3.2: JC Player in Mainactivity 
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5.2 Database Storage of Songs: 

 
Storage section for our online firebase database: 

 

Figure 5.3.3: Firebase Database Storage Library 

We’re showing the database that we’ll use for the song library for the app. We will 

continuously update the library with the app’s advancements. 
 

Figure 5.3.4: Showing the Source of the Audio from the Database 

Image is showing the source that we’ll link with the player for the online playing of the 

audio files from the storage to the app itself. 

 
In future days, we’ll be uploading a big collection of song libraries in this storage section 

& expand our library as much as possible. 
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5.3 TEST RESULTS & REPORTS: 

Features 

▪ Supports any kind of audio formats 

▪ Users can randomize & repeat songs on the online section & shuffle for local 

songs 

▪ Online player and local player both has notification background playback option 

while an audio is playing 

▪ Uses Material theme & design of AndroidX 

▪ Has a search function for the local section of the app 

▪ Has an interactive Navigation Drawer that has multiple actions 

▪ There’s a mini-player that can be toggled by pressing the arrow or any place of 

the bottom section of the app 

▪ Online player and local player both has notification background playback option 

while an audio is playing 

▪ Play/Pause/Next/Previous buttons on the player for both online & local sections. 

Both players have duration time of seek-bar from where we can change the state 

of the song playing by tapping 

Reports 

Merits 

▪ It uses online connectivity for better streaming services 

▪ User friendly UI has made the app very reliable for constant usage 

▪ Has many areas for improvement in terms of UI 

▪ Very basic architecture for functions usage 

 

 

Demerits 

▪ Very basic design may be a bit overwhelming 

▪ Has many areas for improvement in terms of UI 

▪ Time is needed for more planned implementations 
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CHAPTER 6: IMPACT ON SOCIETY, ENVIRONMENT, AND 

SUSTAINABILITY 

 

6.1 Impact on society: 

Music carries a lot of influence these days. We know the sound any messages through 

those music as it is an art with giving a Nobel reason to allocate. From this app we are 

rebuilding a sector where our own country people can listen so many OWN language 

music without any purchase. So how it will benefit and giving a superior in society? Let’s 

find out: 

1. No expenses to hear music. 

2. Boundless unknown songs will be feature which many of our generational people want 

to listen 

3. After the final breakdown of app and if we good response we will always try attract 

people for so many musical contests through our app. Where they will learn our culture 

4. Adding lot of audiobooks platform which established social messages books over there 

to learn different things and makes studies easier by listening. 

 
6.2 Ethical Aspects: 

We created this app moral values with regarding not our own benefit. We know music 

has a great influence in human life. Our work determines to persuade and very relevant 

for everyone. This music online player app is absolutely based on without any purchase 

where we think many people of our entertainment purpose will just be benefited by that. 

Our goal is set to be done for better ethical music version with no affecting things for us. 

 
6.3 Sustainability plan: 

Our motto is to take this app for next level as we are also going to work for that hiring 

different people to make it better. But first we want to see some public response. The 

things we are planning is We will take it more languages after Bangla, adding some key 

features, Will include the web version later. Also, our plan is most cases to get a better 

result and it’s absolutely free for people which is a key aspect in this sustainability. 
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Chapter 7: CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 

7.1 Discussion & Conclusion: 

This app project is an ambitious project for us as we’re trying to do something that is 

very unique & useful for our entertainment usage purposes. As we’ve said before this is 

just the start. We’re trying to do our best to develop such mobile application. In these 

recent years, mobile app development areas have improved so much. We can utilize our 

time and effort to develop this app & achieve our goal. We want to give the users of the 

app, the best experience possible. We will expand our knowledge and try to make a better 

music system for our country. In our country as we know, is not well approached in this 

music services. As our app is still not progressed far yet, we’ll try to develop our app to 

fit in with the current advancements of android application services. We’ll then 

implement as much features as we can to make the app more appealing to the user base. 

 

Now let’s discuss the pros and cons & what can we do in the future as we progress in the 

development. 

 
The Pros: 

1. The app will be used for audio playback services 

2. It’ll have the audio files which can be played online 

3. We can shuffle the songs in offline song library section 

4. We can select songs in different album’s choices 

5. It has background playing option in the notification area 

The Cons: 

1. It doesn’t have too many features 

2. It needs more optimizations for less load time 

3. Needs more storage capability to store big song library 
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7.2 Scope for Further Developments: 

The future plans are very ambitious for the app. We’re thinking to make the app as free of 

cost as possible. Because in our country the cost is a big issue. In foreign countries that 

may be not a big issue. For example, in the Spotify, Deezer Soundcloud etc. they have 

many plans for premium features to stream the songs. 

 
After that we need divide the works of the app to some developers of our knowing, 

because to maintain a good app it needs more updates, testing & fine-tuning. As we the 2 

members may not be able to get the works done before the deadlines that we’ll do. 

We are thinking not to immediately implement the paid features as we haven’t thought 

that far yet. So, if we see that our app is well received by the users of the apps. Then we 

can think of that as an optional side plan. 

 
As we’ll develop the app further and beyond, we haven’t quite got everything in sight 

yet. Because that’s way ahead of the development process. So, we need to work well in 

the basic parts of our app. Then we can go from there as we approach with the planning. 

Also, the planning of the app will have to be simpler for the users. Because in our country 

the overall people are not well educated enough to know complex details about services 

that we’re planning to provide with the application. To overcome that problem we’ll 

make the UI layout of the app very simple & basic, even in the future works. 
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